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Paolo Di Bella, General Manager Of Engineering Software Lab

Good Time To Reshape And Re-organise Business
More...
Economic Cooperation Between
Italy And Serbia
Strong Presence,
Stronger Prospects
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Giorgio Marchegiani, President
Of The Italian-Serbian Chamber
Of Commerce
Support That Works
Like Magic
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AUNDE SRB D.O.O. (Ltd.)
AUNDE Will Move A

Engineering Software Lab has more than 200 developers and specialists
currently working in the elds of consulting, project management and
information systems development

C
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BUSINESS

ompany Engineering Software Lab is part of the major international Engineering Group, which employs
almost 12,000 people worldwide. As a global player in digital transformation, the group has developed its
own internal systems that enable it to adapt quickly to a new situation – within 48 hours! The current
pandemic crisis has accelerated the adoption of enabling technologies, which have thankfully allowed

many organisations, including this one, to utilise them in order to remain fully operational and allow people to stay in
touch with the outside world.
“Right from the beginning of this complex crisis, we immediately switched to
remote work mode, in order to protect the health of all our employees. For those
like us who work in the ICT sector, getting used to smart working is easier. But,
regardless of the pandemic event, we already considered the enhancement of
talent as the main bene t of smart working. Knowing how to build, organise and
manage work groups that can interact mutually regardless of where people are
physically located is a way to o er opportunities for growth and participation in projects that can often also represent
career opportunities. It is also in this perspective that Engineering Software Lab structures the work by bringing
together the best talent to nd the best solutions to build the software that our customers need,” says GM Paolo Di
Bella.
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Given that you mentioned clients and customers, tell us how this crisis has impacted on your
business partnerships?
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10th Belgrade Security Forum Throughout

– We work with and partner stakeholders across di erent markets. Some of these industries have been hit harder than
others, like manufacturing, transportation, travel & hospitality. When the crisis began, we knew that it was important to
do our best to enable our clients to function normally. Our clients appreciate all our e orts and we are proud that we

October – “No Trust – No Peace”

This year’s iteration of the Belgrade Security Forum
(BSF) will be held throughout the month of October
2020, as...

succeeded in this very challenging task.
BUSINESS NEWS
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Dialogue Between State And Business: The

What we see now, from talking to all our partners, is that digital transformation is no longer just an item on their list of

New Customs Law Webinar Held

priorities, it is at the top of that list. Increasing or accelerating capabilities for full remote working are essential steps.

A webinar on the new Customs Law was held on
Tuesday, 29 September 2020, as a joint initiative of...

This goes hand-in-hand with increasing Cybersecurity capabilities. The delivery of services and goods needs to be
enhanced through autonomous activities that are less dependent on a human presence (for example – from digitalising
o ces all the way to virtualising showrooms).
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76th Anniversary Of Operation Halyard Marked

In general, this is a good time to think about how we can reshape the existing organisation of business in the new
scenario that’s referred to as ‘the new normal’. We are witnesses and active participants in creating a new normality, so
this is a great opportunity to think out of the box.

In the presence of the representatives of the
Government of Serbia, the President of Serbia
Aleksandar Vučić and the...

REGION

You don’t believe there will be a return to the old world after the end of the pandemic? What is
the new normality for Engineering Software Lab?

7 SEPTEMBER 2020

Richard Grenell: Serbia-Kosovo Agreement
Results From Trump’s Di

erent Brand Of

Diplomacy

President Aleksandar Vučić of Serbia and Prime
Minister Avdullah Hoti of Kosovo took an enormous
step toward a long-term...

– If everything went back to the way it was in the period before the epidemic, that would mean we haven’t learned
anything new from this crisis. The new normality from our point of view implies the strengthening of all business
processes, so that we can adapt to future changes even faster and easier. Adopting a modi ed smart working model in
combination with working from an o ce is de nitely a good way.
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Agreement On Normalisation Of Economic
Relations Between Belgrade And Pristina

Engineering Software Lab learned a lot from this situation. The best indicator of that is the fact that our company has

Signed

preserved stability and that, even during this crisis, we are further expanding our team in Belgrade and hiring new

President of Serbia Aleksandar Vucic and Prime
Minister of the Provisional Institutions of Kosovo
Avdullah Hoti signed an Agreement...

colleagues. I am extremely proud of how my colleagues have coped with the new circumstances. We all miss social
contact and spending time with our colleagues in the same space, but there is no alternative at this moment when it
comes to preserving and protecting health.
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Agreement On Normalisation Of Economic
Relations Between Belgrade And Pristina
Signed

President of Serbia Aleksandar Vucic and Prime
Minister of the Provisional Institutions of Kosovo
Avdullah Hoti signed an Agreement...
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Montenegro Election: First Projections Point
To A Tight Race

In Montenegro, the ruling DPS was nearly neck-andneck with its main rivals, according to early and
incomplete projections of...

